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Inertia is a futuristic racing game that seeks to utilize various topics of CS184 in its core. 

We achieve real-time performance, procedurally generate tracks, employ a restricted model of 
physics, and heavily interface the user in a cross-platform program. 
 We have five main technical challenges. First, Brandon implemented advanced 
rendering techniques such as crepuscular rays and variance shadow maps, and maintained an 
acceptable framerate. Second, Andrew enabled the creation of a track and its environment to be 
fully automated, procedural, and random. Third, Chris texture mapped all of the objects in our 
scene, including the complex ship, procedurally generated environment, and fonts. Fourth, 
Brandon established a model that maintains multiple 3D spaces to achieve the effect of a 
consistent velocity and acceleration. Fifth, Chris maintained the project to be cross-platform, as 
our code compiles on Windows 7, Apple OS X Snow Leopard, and Ubuntu Linux 10.10. 
 On top of the CS184 AS8 renderer effects, Brandon implemented crepuscular rays, and 
Gaussian blurred variance shadow maps. Brandon extended the CS184 framework to allow for 
multiple shaders, and modify the existing caching method. These renderer effects required 
precision control over the different matrix stacks of OpenGL as framebuffer maintenance.  

Our variance shadow map shader requires two additional phases, one to render the 
depth and depth squared from the light’s point of view, and another to blur the resulting view. 
The depth and depth squared allows us to store variance, rather than depth, enabling us to use 
techniques such as blurring or mipmaps that traditional shadow maps cannot, allowing us to 
render hardware accelerated soft shadows because the shadow’s distribution in a variance 
shadow map is modeled in the stored texture rather than being reconstructed on the shader.  

Crepuscular rays are implemented using another two additional passes. The first pass 
renders the additive light from the light source, path-tracing the light in screen space, modeling 
an exponential decay of light through a volume. The second pass alpha-blends the resulting 
path-trace over our main render. 

Brandon’s AS8 used Fabien Sanglard’s shadow mapping tutorial as a basis, but we 
have discovered many issues, bugs, and inefficiencies in his code. Although Sangland 
implements variance shadow maps and light scattering, we do not use his code; we only use 
Sanglard’s method on maintaining matrix stacks and framebuffer objects from his shadow 
mapping tutorial. Instead, we referenced Hubert Nguyen’s GPU Gems 3 and its related papers. 



 
 Regarding the race track itself, we decided to take on the challenge of procedurally 
generating reasonable tracks reliably, with no human intervention. Andrew designed the 
algorithm, which consists of four main phases. The first phase is generating a random 2-D tree, 
and then a sequence of control points that would make a b-spline that follows the shape of the 
tree. Random heights are then added to the control points. The second phase iteratively merges 
close-by points and removes points with too sharp an angle until the track stabilizes, which 
prevents unreasonably sharp turns. The third phase adjusts the control points such that 
overlapping control segments are far enough apart to let the final b-spline not intersect itself. 
Phase 2 and 3 keep executing until no more changes occur. The final phase is adding an 
azimuth component to the control points to provide reasonable banking to the track. To render 
the track, Andrew rewrote the rendering method to get the sharp-looking edges we want. 
 In addition to the track, we wanted to place the game in an urban environment, so 
Andrew implemented a greebling algorithm to procedurally generate a cityscape. Then, to place 
the track into this environment, we implemented a function that “carves” away the buildings that 
are in the way of the track. 
 Below illustrates parts of the first two phases of track generation as well as greebling. 

 
(a) The initial 2D tree  (b) Initial control points  (c) Merged and pruned  (d) Greebling 
 

There are numerous surface decorations in the game--the ship is textured, as are the 
buildings and the track. We already had support for using texture and normal maps to change 
the appearance of our objects; we now needed a way to actually load textures properly. The 
challenge was to match up UV coordinates to the objects we had. The sweep had 
mathematically defined UV coordinates, which we had plenty of experience with in AS8. The 



buildings were similar to vertically-spanning sweeps, so they had a simple mathematical 
implementation as well. The mesh loader was known to support certain types of textured .OBJ 
files, so Chris used Wings3D to export a nice “baked” texture map, with all the faces unfolded, 
for easy modification. From there it was a simple matter for Brandon to draw some nice 
decorations on the surface of the ship. 

 
Brandon utilized two main spaces to model our vehicle’s movement. Our vehicle must be 

magnetized to the b-spline track, but the orientation of the acceleration and velocity vectors 
must not follow the orientation of the tangent vector of a b-spline’s frenet frame. The 
independence from b-spline orientation is done by keeping acceleration and velocity in world 
space. We magnetize the ship to the track by transforming these world space vectors into 
tangent space, and setting a constant value to the normal component of the vector. This models 
the normal force that would normally appear from a configuration in reality quite reasonably. 
Furthermore, because our acceleration and velocity values are vectors, we could model a free-
body diagram of the ship’s movement using mechanics. This allowed us to implement air drag 
and ground friction, making our calculations differential, with relative ease. 
 We decided to utilize external libraries for fonts and sounds. The canonical modern 
library to use for such applications is Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL), an open source 
equivalent of DirectX. However, GLUT and SDL address some of the same portions of the 
rendering pipeline, and our AS8 framework code was largely incompatible with SDL. 
 Because we could not use SDL, Chris decided to utilize OpenAL and FTGL. OpenAL is 
a sound library with an API resembling OpenGL’s, and FTGL is a FreeType 2 binding for 
OpenGL. 

After each addition of a new library, it was necessary to compile on Windows, Ubuntu 
and OS X. This required compilation of all dependent libraries and editing of both the makefiles 
as well as the VS solution. Chris’s careful use of various external libraries allows us to provide a 
rich user experience on any platform, without the use of the #ifdef directive. 


